BAD BOY WITH FRAMING
GOBO & COLOR WHEEL REFERENCE

This document contains the gobo and color wheel loads for the Bad Boy Framing luminaire.

+ GOBO AND COLOR LOADS
GOBO AND COLOR LOADS

Wheel Image References

The Bad Boy Framing luminaire contains one Rotating Gobo Wheel, one Fixed Gobo Wheel, one Designer Color Wheel, CMY color mixing wheels. Images of each of the specially designed wheels appear below for reference.

FIXED WHEEL

The Fixed Wheel consists of seven (7) fixed patterns plus Open:

- Bramble
- Breakup
- Digital Camo
- Extra
- Less Squares
- Corrosion
- Oak Foliage
- Sunburst Breakup
- Ghost Maze

Figure 1-1: Fixed Gobo Wheel Illustration
ROTATING GOBO WHEEL -- "DESIGNER WHEEL"

The Rotating Gobo Wheel consists of seven (7) rotating, indexable patterns plus an open aperture:
The Designer Color Wheel consists of seven (7) fixed colors plus an open aperture:

1. Deep Red
2. Turquoise
3. 3200K CTO
4. Minus Green Daylight
5. Rosy Magenta
6. Green
7. UV Blue

Figure 1-3: Designer Color Wheel Illustration